


Faster Gain-Phase Measurements 

with New Automatic 

50Hz-to-13MHz Network Analyzers 
Complete characterization of networks in the fre-
quency domain now becomes faster and more convenient 
than ever. 

By G .... ld E. N.lson, Paul L Thomas, and Robert L Atchley 

ALTHOUGH THE BENEFITS GAINED FROM 
� AUTOMATING GAIN-PHASE MEASURE
MENTS have led to near universal use of this tool 
at microwave frequencies. widespread automation 
at lower frequencies has been inhibited by cost. 
Available manual techniques already provide good 
information at reasonable cost. 

This situation is now changing. a consequence 
of the fast-developing semiconductor technology 
that gives us digital processors at piggy-bank prices. 
Two developments are bringing about this changed 
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situation: (1) instruments with built-in "intelli
gence." and (2) a new interface system that makes 
it possible to assemble a variety of systems largely 
by plugging in cables. The interface system is de
scribed in the article beginning on page 2 of this 
issue. and some of the new instruments have been 
described in recen t issues.1.2,3 

A new Network Analyzer for measuring gain and 
phase over a 50 Hz-to-13 MHz frequency range now 
joins the growing family of "intelligent" instru
ments that operate with the interface system. eco-
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Fig. 1. Model 3570A Network 
Ana/yzer (upper unit) functions 

as two-channel tracking detector 

with one of HP's 0-13 MHz Fre
quency Synthesizers (lower unit) 

to form complete network anal· 
ysls system. Network Analyzer 

shown here has Delay I Limit 

Test I Offset option, 



nomically glvmg the design engineer working at 
audio, video, and RF frequencies the speed, ac
curacy, and high information content that auto
mat;c gain-phase measurements can give. 

The Network Analyzer, Hewlett-Packard Model 
3570A, works with one of HP's new Frequency 
Synthesizers (Models 3320A/B or 3330A/B) to mea
sure the gain or insertion loss of two-port devices, 
and to measure the phase shift between input and 
output ports . Such measurements. made over a 
range of frequencies, give the design engineer all 
the information he needs to predict the response of 
a device to any arbitrary signal. With the new Net
work Analyzer (Fig. 1). the engineer can analyze the 
performance of ampl i fiers . filters. and other analog 
devices quickly and in great detail. The Network 
Analyzer can also function as a comparator to de
termine how closel y  the gain and phase response 
of a device matches that of a reference. 

Both the passband and the stopband of a device 
can be examined in detail because the Network 
Analyzer has both a wide amplitude range of 120 dB 
(1 ,ll V to 1 V) and a high resolution display (0.01 dB 
increments). Display range on anyone amplitude 
range is 100 dB. Accura cy is 0.2 to 1 dB depending 
on frequency and signal level (see page 20 for de
tails) . 

The digital readout also displays phase readings 
with 0.010 resolution. Nominal phase accuracy is 10 

Beyond basic amplitude and phase measure
ments, the instrument has broader capabilities 
when equipped with an optional addition to its in
ternal data processor. One is digital offset. Values 
of amplitude and/or phase measured at some refer
ence frequency or on some reference device are 
stored in the instrument's memory at the push of a 
button. Future measurements can then be displayed 
with the stored values subtracted from the reading. 
This could be used. for example , to qUickly find the 
- 3 dB passband limits of a filter or amplifier by 
storing the amplitude reading obtained at the middle 
of the passband, and then finding the frequencies 
where the display reading drops to - 3.00 dB. 

Another capability of the option, for use in con
junction with the Model 3330A/B Automatic Syn
thesizer, is measurement of group delay (rate of 
change of phase shift with frequency). As the Syn
thesizer is stepped in frequency, the Network Ana
lyzer compares the phase reading at each discrete 
frequency to the previous frequency's phase read
ing. The internal digital processor then calculates 
and displays group delay and it outputs a propor
tional analog voltage for presentation on an oscil
loscope or X-Y recorder (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. Group delay vS trequency at FM IF tilter as mea
sured by Network Analyzer equipped with DelaylUmit 

TestlOf/set opllon Cenrer trequency is 10.7 MHz. hori· 
zon/al scale is 50 kHzldiv. vertical scale is 1 /is/div. 

A third capability is limit test. High and low 
limits can be entered as digital words from an ex
ternal controller. The Network Analyzer. again 
working with the 3330A/B Automatic Synthesizer. 
can then be set to stop the frequen cy sweep when 
a limit is reached . or it can output a marker to the 
display device and continue the sweep. Limit test 
could be used. for example. to find the center fre
quency of a resonant circuit by stopping the fre
quency sweep when 00 phase is read, or it could 
find the gain crossover point of an amplifier by 
stopping the sweep at the o-dB point. It would then 
indicate gain crossover on the frequency display 
and phase margin on the phase display. 

Signal Paths 
The new Network Analyzer is a synchronously 

tuned. two-channel receiver that functions much 
the same as earlier HP network analyzers: It's the 
first to contain a digital processor. however, and the 
first to work with the new interface system. 

A block diagram is shown on page 14. The signal 
source input is split into two channels by an active 
power divider and suppl ied to two output ports. 
One port feeds the device under test and the other 
is used for the reference. 

The output of the device under test is fed into one 
receiver channel. The reference signal goes to the 
other channel either directly or through a reference 
device. The signal in each channel, suitably buf
fered and attenuated. is heterodyned to 100 kHz in 
a double-balanced mixer. 

Each IF signal passes through a narrowband filter 



The Analog Story 
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A. Simplified block diagram of Network Analyz6r includes pertinent sections of Frequency 

Synthesizer. Device under test (OUT) connects between channel output and Input. 

Performance of both signal channels was made identical so 
the new Network Analyzer can be used over its full dynamic 
range as a comp-arator. 

The power splitter has a driver amplifier with a Iow-im
pedance output that attenuates any signal reflections. The 

passive wye or delta network usually used for splitting the 
source signal equally into two channels has only 6-dB Isola

tion between channels so reflections from a device in one 
channel could affect the amplitude and phase of the signal 
in the other channel. With the new arrangement, channel-to
channel Isolation Is greater than 50 dB up to 2 MHz, rising 
about 6 dB per octave above 2 MHz. 

The input to each measuring channel goes to a high
Input-Impedance (1 MO/<30 pF) FET buffer amplifier. This 
al lows a cho ice of terminatIng resistance (e. g,. 50, 75, 600 
ohms) and permits the use of standard scope probes for 
high-impedance probing or for measuring voltages up to 
10 volts (normal maxImum input is 1 V). To avoId phase
shift problems at the input, the buffer precedes the input 
attenuator. 

IFP.uband 
Because image frequencies are not a problem with the Net
work Analyzer (there Is only one frequency at Its Input at 

anyone time) it can use a relatively low IF (100 kHz) to 
improve the resolution of phase measurements. For exam
ple, to get 10 phase resolution at 10 MHz requires time 

resolution of 278 picoseconds, but at 100kHz, 10 is equiva
lent to 27.8 nanoseconds. Should the input signal itself be 
100 kHz, good mixer balance suppresses the amount of sig
nal that leaks through to the IF to more than 50 dB below 
the desired sideband. 

SInce filter response time is inversely proportional to 
bandwidth. the instrument has a 3-kHz IF bandwidth com
patible with the maximum sweep speed (1 ms per step) of 
the Automatic Synthesizers. There could be some LO feed

through at Input frequencies below 2 kHz. however, and 
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below 1.5 kHz, the upper sideband of the mixer output would 
pass through the IF channel so two more switch-selected 

bandwidths are provided: 10 Hz and 100 Hz. 
All of the IF filters are 3-pole, synchronously-tuned filters 

(approximately Gaussian) that provide sufficient attenuation 
of the upper side band to permit eO-dB dynamic range with 
signal frequencies 5 times the bandwIdth and lOO-dB range 
with signals higher than 30 times the bandwIdth. The low 
end of the Instrument's frequency range Is thus 50 Hz with 
the 10-Hz filter switched in. The stability of the Synthesizers 
plus the stability of the crystal filters permits the 10-Hz 
bandwidth to be used over the entire 50-Hz-to-13-MHz 
range of the instrument when maximum accuracy is desired. 

Slabl. LOCIII Oscll18tor 
A hIghly stable local OSCillator frequency that is always 100 
kHz higher than the Synthesizer output is obtained by sub
tracting a fixed 19.9 MHz signal from the Synthesizer's off
set signal (20 to 33 MHz). The 19.9 MHz is generated In 
a crystal-controlled oscillator (VCXO) that Is phase-locked 
to the Synthesizer's fixed 1-MHz output. 

The VCXO thus has the same long-term stability as the 
Synthesizer. A source frequency change of 10 ppm, the 
worst that could be expected over a long period of time, 
would offset the intermediate frequency only 1 Hz. The 
small amplitude and phase errors that would result from a 
1-Hz offset are easily calibrated out with the front-panel 

screwdriver controls that were provided to compensate for 
the effects of temperature on the zero levels of the analog 

processor. 

Log Conversion 
Wide dynamiC range was obtained without seriOUS degrada
tion of resolution and accuracy by use of a thin-film, hybrid. 
log amplifier. This uses several differential trans istor stages 
with inputs connected to separate taps on an attenuator and 
outputs driving a common load. (continued) 
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B. Relative response ot hybrid thin-film log amplifier shows 
exceptional linearity over 100-dB amplitude range. 

The relationship between the output current of a common
emitter stage and the logarithm of the Input Is l inear over a 

range of about 10 dB. Taps on the attenuator are selected 
so that as the signal amplitude Increases. a differential 

stage moves Into Its linear range as the stage on the next 

higher tap starts limiting. The amplifier has a total operating 
range of lOO dB using 12 stages separated by 10-dB atten
uator taps (two extra stages are needed to take care of the 

range lost near the end points). All 12 transistor stages are 
fabricated on one monolithic chip. to assure stage match
ing, and the th in-f ilm attenuator resistors are trimmed by a 
computer-controlled laser for accurate 1 O-dB spacing of the 

and is then amplified in a logarithmic amplifier be
fore being applied to a detector. Each detector's 
output is thus a dc voltage proportional to the log
arithm of the ac level at that channel's input. 

The outputs of both logarithmic amplifiers are 
also fed to a phase detector that derives a de voltage 
proportional to the phase difference between the 
two signals_ 

The de voltages are fed to an analog processor 
that buffers them to output ports for use by external 
display equipment. The analog processor also sub
tracts the de output of one channel from the dc out
put of the other to derive a voltage proportional to 
the difference, which can be used as a measure of 
gain. 

Certain portions of a CRT display may be intensi
fied for the user's convenience. He can choose to 
have either the center point or the major graticule 
marks intensified. If a limit test is being made, the 
transition points (i.e., going from GO to HI, etc.) are 
in tensi fied. 

Signal Proc .... ng 
DC voltages resulting from a measurement are 

converted to digital numbers by an analog-to
digital converter in the digital processor (page 16). 

The processor performs whatever operations 
may be called for on the numbers (offset, limiting, 
group delay) and encodes the results for use by the 
front-panel displays and for transfer to the interface 
bus. It also operates the instrument controls, such 
as changing input range or IF bandwidth, as called 
for by a system controller. All front-panel controls 
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transistor inputs. Typical linearity is shown in the figure 
at left. 

Ph ... Detection 
The use of differential pairs in the log amplifier preserves 

zero crossings for accurate phase detection. Typically, less 

than 10 of phase change results from a 60-dB change in 
signal level and when there are equal changes in both 

channels. common-mode cancellation reduces this error 

even further. 
The phase detector Is the ype that triggers a flip-flop 

"on" when the s i gna l in one channel crosses zero and 

"off" when the other signal crosses. Averaging the result

Ing pulse train gives a de that is accurately related to phase 

difference. 
The phase detec or works over a 1-359° range but by 

manipulation of the output, the 0° poin is placed at the 
center of the range. Thus the inSTrument reads over a 
_179.50 range. To read phase shifts around ±1800. the 
reference signal can be inverted to place the , 80° point in 
the center of the range. 

(except the on/off switch) are operable by the 
processor. 

Group Dalay Maasurem.nts 
With the optional digital processing capability 

installed in the processor, the instrument can make 
group delay measurements. Group delay Td is de
fined as: 

Td = -de/> 
dw 

where e/> is in radians and w is in radians per second. 
By making phase shift measurements at two closely
spaced frequencies. the Network Analyzer can ap
proximate a determination of group delay. It mea
sures phase in degrees, however, and the frequency 
step is given in units of frequency. Therefore: 

T� 
� -.It/> [degrees) X r. (radians) 

21'T'.lf (radians/s) 180 (degrees) 

fJ .. -rfJ1 
::::: - f seconds 360� 

The network ana]yzer stores the results of one 
phase measurement and then makes a second one 
at a different frequency to find "':-fJ,. The fre
quency step is entered through the interface bus 
(or. in the absence of a system controller, entered 
on the front panel). 

The Network Analyzer offers two modes with the 
delay option. One, called Swept Delay, calculates 
and outputs the group delay at every frequency 
step except the first. In the other mode, CW delay, 



The Digital Story 
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The digital processor in the new Network Analyzer is struc
tured around the conventional "R-S-T" three-bus system. 
with the "R" and "S" busses carrying the two inputs to an 
arithmetical logic unit (AW) whose output goes to the ''T'' 
bus. Because the basic instrument without Its delay and 
limit offset options does not need the ALU. nor the readl 
write memory, nor the P. L, and 0 registers, the "5" to ''TOO 
(STT) bypass selects either the ALU output or the 5 bus for 
connection to the T bus. To make the systems operable 
without the ALU, the "a .. reg ister was m�de parallel-load
able so the "A" register can be emptied without the use of 
the ALU. 

Operation of the processqr Is CQmpletely serial with all 
computations done In binary arithmetic. The decision to use 
a binary machine wall based pr imarily on the bit savings of 
binary as compared to BCO. A BCO machine needs 17 bits 
to enable the analog-to-dlgital converter (ADC) to accom
modate numbers up to 100.00. A binary machine needs 
only 15 bits. Another advantage Is the simplicity of the arith
metic software. The disadvantage is the necess1ty of convert
Ing from binary to BCO for the display and outgoing data. 

The built-in programs have been partitioned into data 
routines and measurement routines. A data routine is en
tered if the data flag Is set, whIch it is whenever the "I" 
(Input) register is loaded (the numbers in the boxes indicate 
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the numbers 01 bits In each register). The eight bits of In
fo rmation in the "I" register are transferred to the "0 " reg
ister for decoding and placement into the program storage 
registers. The "I" register also takes In the numerical data 
for offsets and limits. These numbers are prefaced with a 
code that tells the processor where to store them. 

The processor enters a measurement routine only if the 
data flag Is not set and If the measurement flag is set. The 
measurement flag may be set by a command from the ex
ternal system control ler, or by the Synthesizer changing 
either Its frequency or amplitude, or by an Internal mUltl
vibrator. In the absence of any external commands. the 

multlvlbrator repeatedly sets the flag so the instrument will 
make measurements at a rate of four per second . 

On entering a measurement routine. the processor com

mands the ADC to take an amplitude measurement. The 
ADC Is a successive-approximation type that parallel·loads 
the "A" register, which is the entry point for measurement 
Information. 

When the "A" register Is loaded, the processor interro
gates the "L" register to see If there is to be any offset or 
lim it testing. If these operations are programmed , the proc
essor performs them. When all operations have been com

pleted, information Is shifted to the "B" register where it Is 
converted to BCO, latched out to the display and, if so 
programmed, transferred to the Interface bus in bit-paraJlel, 

character-serial form� 
At the conclusion of amplitude data outputtlng, the proc

essor tells the ADC to take a phase reading. It then inter
rogates the "I)" register to see If it Is to calculate de,lay. 
If it is to calculate delay, it stores the present phase read
ing and uses the preceding phase reading along with the 
value of the frequency step to calculate delay. Then the "L" 
register is interrogated to see if any offsetting or limit test
ing Is needed. 

Once all the data man lpuiat ion has been done, the phasel 
delay Information Is shifted Into the "B" register, converted 
to BCO. latched out to the display, and transferred to the 
Interface bus. If the instrument Is in the limit test mode , It 
gives the limit conditio ns also. 

8�fore the measurement flag Is reset. time Is given for 
the delay analog output to stab ilize . The process,or then 
issues an unblanking command for an OSCilloscope. 

Intensify markers in,dicare where measured quantity 
crosses high and low limits stored in processor. 



the Analyzer calculates the delay at one specific 
frequency only. To do this, the Synthesizer must 
be operated in the swept mode so that phase read
ings may be taken on either side of the center fre
quency. 

8y.tem Conflguratton. 
The new Network Analyzer is not a stand-alone 

instrument but requires a signal source that can 
supply the appropriate offset frequencies needed 
for automatic tuning. It is therefore offered with 
one of the Synthesizers in packaged systems. 

The basic system is the Model 3040A. It includes 
the Network Analyzer and a Model 3320A or B 
Frequency Synthesizer.1 This gives the develop
ment engineer a bench system that makes gain
phase response measurements with the wide dy
namic range and high resolution of the basic Net
work Analyzer and with the high accuracy and 
stability of the Synthesizer. 

Next in capability are the 3040A Systems that 
use a Model 3330A or B Automatic Synthesizer.2 
These give the speed and convenience of swept
frequency response measurements but with the 
point-by-point measurement accuracy that synthe
sized incremental frequency sweeps give. 

Residual FM, often a serious limitation to the 
frequency resolution of swept-frequency measure
ments, is so low with these systems « <1 Hz) that 
narrowband sweeps can be made with accuracy 
(Fig. 3). For example, the frequency can be incre
mented in 100 steps over a sweep width of only 
10 Hz around a high center frequency such as 10 
MHz, providing accurate pictures of the frequency 
response of networks that have Q's of several mil
lion. 

Through the Interface 
Automating these systems is simply a matter of 

plugging in a controller, since both the Network 
Analyzer and the Synthesizers work with the new 
interface system. The first level of automation is 
provided by the 3041A Systems (Fig. 4), which in
clude the Model 3260A Marked Card Programmer, 
the Network Analyzer with the group delay/offset/ 
limit test option, a 3330B Automatic Synthesizer, 
cabling, and a 5-foot rack cabinet with filler panels 
(variable-persistence oscilloscope display and/or 
x-v graphic recording are available as options). 

Test parameters (function, frequency range, am
plitude, etc.) are marked on standard size tab cards 
with an ordinary lead pencil and fed by hand to the 
Marked Card Programmer. The Programmer sets up 
the instruments' controls at the rate of 33 switches 
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Fig. 3. Passband response of crystal filter shows detail 
that low residual FM of incremental frequency sweep en· 
abIes in measurements on narrowband devices. Sweep 
had 200 frequency steps. 

per second, saving considerable time when tests are 
repeated. The chances of human error are also 
greatly reduced since the Programmer locks out the 
front panel and sets up the instruments' controls 
exactly the same way each time the cards are run. 

The Programmer can also call upon the routines 
built into the instruments to conduct a variety of 
tests. For example, with only two cards the sys
tem can be programmed to sweep through 1000 

Fig. 4. Model 3041 A Network Analyzer System has Marked 

Card Programmer for fast set·up and execution of tests. 



incremental frequenciesi measure amplitude or 
phase at �ach frequency. and compare each mea
sutement with programmed test limits. If a limit is 
exceeded. the system stops and displays the limit 
condition (Hi.Go·Lo). the measurement value that 
exceeded the· limit, and the frequency at that point. 

Ff,dl A'4 ... t1Of.1 
Us-ing a Model 9820A Calculator as the con troIler 

gives tile Network Analyzer the power of data re
duction. The calculator·controlled system, Model 
3042A [Fig. 5). has most of the capabilities of 11 
comput,er-controlled netwQrkanaly�er but at much 
lower cost. This is because the 9820A Calculator 
has problem·solving capability comparable to a 
l6-bit computer with 8k memory and a BASIC in
terpreter loaded in core, but it is much simpler to 
operate. 

FIg. t. Model 3042A' Network An�tyzer S'jStsm. shown 
here with optional oscilloscope display and X,Y recorder. 
hU calculator that gives AnaJyzel cj�mtJN o.f co.mpufe,· 
controlled $ystem. 

With the newinterfac� system, the Calculator 
needJ only Olle I/Q�ud to drive both the 'SYJltbe
mer and the Network Analyz,er' (equipped with the 
twd-way interface option ; the standard i.listrument 
ac-cepts digital iJiputs but does not output). Asa 
matter offset. the Calcul8tor can drive up to 15 
instr�n.ts through the ll� with the (,)ne 110 card. 
SbniIa:rly. -Qnly '(lne :sQftw(U'e driver (a plug-ui ROM 
hlock) is Jieeded. . 

Auu.lng the many advalltages ot ealculator·con
trolled Network Anillyzera i"S a tollsiderable gain 
in test speed. The system can run through a long 
$eries of 1�'� on a devi�, I:M(:kjpg performance 
at all specified points. and deliver a simple pass/ 
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fail answer in little more time than, the sum, tot.&1 
required for the device to reach steady-state be
havior at each test f.re'queney. 

Increased measurement accuracy is another ad
vantage . The system can measure its own errors 
and store them in the Calculator, later adjusting 
test readings to account for the inherent errors. In 
addition, the Calculator can store test data during 
production-line tests for later statistical analY'sis, a 
great help in quality control. 

fig. t. Rssponse of audio-range elliptic lo,w,-pass filter. 
made with calculator·control/ed system, demonstrates 
wide dynamic range of Network Anal'ller. -
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Programming Economy 
Besides a substantial red uct ion In costs. the Model 9820A 
Calculator has another advantage over a computer as the 
Network Analyzer controller: it simplifies programming. All 
routines for controlling the instruments and all routines for 
mathematical manipulation of test results reside In plug-In 
ROM blocks supplied with the Calculator for these systems. 

Hence they do not occupy any of the main memory. These 
routines are called by special keys af'd fit In with the syntax 
of the sou rce language as though integ ral parts of it. De

bugging is eas ier too. since the Calculator's editing keys 
can insert or delete whole lines or individual characters 
from the calculator programs at will Without disturbing the 

branching logiC. 
A brief routine for measur ing complex Impedance will if

lustrate the Calculator's language power. The measurement 
set-up Is diagrammed in the figure below. The impedance 
(Z) to be measured is placed In shunt with the Analyzer 's 
Input. For maximum sensitivity, source and terminating im
pedances comparable to the unknown are Inserted (Ro::::Z). 

When the reference channel is equipped with the same 
source and terminating resistances. the "insertion gain" (G) 
read by the Analyzer. operating in the B-A mode. Is: 

Z 
G= -- -=A � Ro+Z 

The program statements that direct the Synthesizer to 
output the test frequency. command the Analyzer to meas
ure and output a measure of insertion gain. and tel l the 
Calculator to compute the real and imaginary parts of thp. 

unknown impedance Z are listed below. 
IJ: 
I £' .. tH E3,.�e.; 

• If,'A .',_ 'EfIJ JitI'-"'=. ",,,' -=== 
i-

r • . ,. 

,J:....,('� "�A }1{fl4·JJf __ �"",,_,,�tII!f'_II"_ 

This program occupies only 80 words of memory. less 

than 50/0 of the total ava i lable to the user. 

- -- -

Robert L Atchle, 

--

ToAnalyzer 
Input 

.... 

Bob Atchley, on obtain ing his MSEE degree in 1967 from 

Colorado State University (where he had previously 
obtained his BSEE degree). took his family to Bangkok. 
Thailand. to work on a research study project for CSU. 
On returning to the U. S. eight months later he worked on 
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and then joined HP Loveland in tate 1968. going right 
to work on Ihe 3570A Network Ana lyzer projecl where he 
eventually assumed responsibility for the digital processor. 

Married. and with one son and one daughter, Bob 
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For 8 biography of Gerald E. Nelson. please see page 7. 



SPECIFICATIONS 
HP Model 3570A Network Analyzer 

FRI!QU I!NCY RANG I! :  so Hz 10 1 3  M Hz.. 
OUTPUT8. CHAN NELS A AND B: •• ch I I  equ.1 In  .mpl l t ude and 

frequ.n cy 10 ,Ig n.' lOu rce oulpul. 

OUTPUT I MPEDANCE: 50 Q or 75 U. :!::2 %  . .. lpec l f l ad It t i me of 

purch .... 
MAX I MUM OUTPUT : I V � Inlo so U (75 D). 

INPUT8. CHANNI!LS A AND B (.'",rlcell, Identical) : 

I NPUT I MPEDANCE :  1 M 0 Ihunled by < 30  pF. 

I N P UT S I GNAL RANGE : t I'V 10 1 V rml. 
I N PUT SE.LECT I V ITY (.wltch-,, '.cl.d) :  to Hz. l OO HZ .nd 3 kHz 

bandwldlh.  

AM PLITU DE MEASUREMENTS 
D I IPLAY RAN GE: 

A or B AMPL ITUDE FUNCTION : 0 10 - lOO dB. 

B - A AMPLITUDE FU NCT I ON : - t OO  10 + tOO dB. 

OodB REFI!RENCE (MAX/ RE' INPUT VOLTAG E): 1 V. 0. 1 V. and 

o dBm (ref. rr.d to 50 Q o r  75 0) . 
AMPUTUDI! ACCURACY : 

ABSOLUTE : not lpeclfled; c.n be cel l b r.t.d 10 lou rce with fronl
p.n.' .dJ uat mentl. 

R ELAT IVE  (A. B. o r B - AI: 
O dB - 20 d B  - 80 dB 

± 0.2 d B  :0.5 dB 

FREOUENCY RESPONSE : 

A or B AMPLITUDE FUNCT I O N :  ::;:0.5 dB pop e r ror. 
B - A AMPLITUDE FUNCTION : 50. 1  dB pop error. 

PHASE M EASUREM ENTS 

P HASI! REFERENCE: CHANNEL A. 

-A REFEAENCE OFFSET : 1 80· :0. 1 '. 

- t OO  dB 
± 1 .5 dB 

DI SPLAY RANGE: - HlU· 10 + t 79.S· (dl.plly re.cyel .. , .  

DISPLAY RESOLUTION: 0.01 · . 
PHASE ACCURACY (ope rIling II 25·C. ± S·C. ch.n n e l B wllhln 6 d B  

of chann.' AI:  
AMPLITUDE RESPONSE: 

± ... . 

o - 20 

PHASE U N EA R I TY: : 0.2· 

=t o 

- 70 - 80 

FREOUE NCY R ESPONSE (chlnn'l, It 0 d B ) :  

+.S· .... 2· 

50 Hz 1 00 Hz 1 M HZ 

ANALOG OUTPUTS (re.r panel) 

not 
speCified 

- 1 00 dB 

1 3  MHz 

AMPLITUDE FUNCTI ON :  DC voltllge proportl'onll 10 loglrl l h m l c  
Implltud. re.pan .. In chlnnel A .  channel B. or B - A;  0. 1 V/dB. 

PHASI!J DILAY: DC voltag' proportlon.'  to phI .. di fference or group 

de llY . ..  dete rmi ned by front-pan. I awllch. 
PHASE : 0.05 Vldegree. 
DELAY: 0 10 10 V for 0 to fu l l -scall dellY (5 fu l l 'lce l l  rangel 

Irom 20 ,.. to 200 m. In d.clde allpl) . 
DELAY (l·Y RECORDER): Same voltege .a above. 
Z...\X.S OUTPUT: ProVide. ma rketS during frequen cy or Implitude 
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IWNpI. I n l.n·llI f  •• c.nl.r fr.qu.ncy (Impl llud.) Of Inl.n l l fl •• 1 1  

.venly lpac.d m.rk.tS. During I I mll I ... . Inl.n.lfI  .. I I mll polnll 
(no olhe r �rklr • •  vall.ble during I I mll  1.,l Ing) .  

GENERAL 

D.MINI IONI: 16� In  W it  5 Y. In  H It 2 1 �  In 0 (42.8 It 13.3 It 54.3 

cm).  
WI!'GHT: 42 Ib net (I ll." kg ) 
POWER: 1 00-1 20. 220-240 V. � Hz. 230 VA. (Fan coOl ing).  

OPTIONS 

DELAY/LIMIT TtIT AND OFFSET MEASUREMENT8. 
DELAY M EASURE M E NT. 

FREQUENCY STEPS: 5 HI 10 200 kHz I n 5. 1 0, 1 6.6. 20 .. quenae . 

MEASUREMENT RANGE (dele rm lned by Frequency Ste p) : 1 ".1199 

1'1 full -.a.le 10 189.89 m. fu l l .lclle In 5 dec.de IlepI. 
DELAY ACCURACY (% of reading + % 01 rang.) : 

O dB - .cO dB - SO d B  - 1 00 dB 

:(0.2 + 0.2) ! :(0.5 + 0.5, 1 Nol specified 

LIMIT TEST. M.y be perfo rmed on Amplitude. Ph ... . . nd De l.y 
me •• uremenll. Llmltl (H I and LO) are Inlered .. digital  worda 
through Inlerf.ce connealo r .  
L I M I T  STOP MODE : Sw.ep "ope when l i m i t  I ran,lt l on OCCUrl 

(GO 10 LO, H I  to GO. etc . ) . Sweep conl inuel when "Limit  
SWN P Re"lrt" button II pr .... d.  

LIMIT NO-STOP MODE : Sweep dOl. nol  Itop wh.n l imit  l ranal

lion occur •.  Marker at Z·axl. oulpul ide n l l ll .. l i m it ! renlll lon.  
OFFSET M EASU REMENTS. Ampl itude . Ph ... . . n d  Del.y reldlng 

c.n I'll.". n u merical conl'.nl added '0 or aublracl.d from meaa
ure ment d.te . 

Front-panel enlry :  pre .. nl re.dlng 11 enlered .. off .. , con .. ant 
by pre .. l ng "Ente r Off .. I "  button .nd Iwltching "Abaclull/ 

Re llt lve " awltch 10 Relat i ve .  
Re mote . n t ry :  p r a  .. nl  re.dlng c e n  be enl.red by re mote com
mand or .rbllrary val ue Cln be .nlered .. d i g ital word I h ro�h 

Inl."loe connector. 

1S0LATtO TWO·WAY I NTtRJ'ACE (field '''''al,.ble) : Providll digital 
Outputl to I nte rf,ce bUI (I'a.:lderd Inltrumentl have dlg lt. 1  I n putl 

on ly) . Elect rlc.l l y  lsollte. d i g ital In pul and oulpul I In.. from 

" gn.'  ground. 
PRICa IN U .. .A. 

Model 3570A Network An.' yzer (50 Q or 75 U) : S5OOO. 
Deley/ Umlt Tilt and Off .. , Me .. uramenl opllon :  $400. 
I lO lalld Two-wlY Inlerf.ce: SSOO. 
Typical .",em price, ( Including c.blll. mln u.' •• • tc . ) ;  

M o del 3040A opt 200 (Network An.'yzer wit h  3320A Frequl11 cy 
Synthlllzer) : S6tOO. 

Model 3040A o pt 500 (Network An.lyzer with 33308 Aulomel l c  

Synthe.izer) : S" .OOO. 

Model 3041A (Network Anllyzer wllh Delay/Limit/Off .. , option. 
3330B Synl lllllzer. 3280A Marked Card P rog rammer):  $ 14 .000. 

Mod.1 3042A (Netwo.rk An" yzar with two-wly Interf.c •• 33308 
$ynllllllzer. 8820A cal cu l.tor) : $22.800. 

MAN UFACTUR I N G  D IVIIION: LOVELAND D I V I S I ON 

8 1 5  Fourt .. nth Street. S.W. 

Lovel.nd. Col or.do 110537 
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